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A NATION IN FURY People gather during the gender-based violence demonstration outside Parliament, following the rape and murder of UCT student Uyinene Mrwetyana. President Cyril Ramaphosa skipped the World Economic
Forum to address thousands of Capetonians, mostly dressed in black, saying that laws were to be changed with regard to gender violence
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n the wake of a recent spate of violent and tragic
murders of women and children, and the threat
against their lives, panicked parents may be
wondering how to protect their vulnerable
children against the stark reality of the violence
we live with daily in our country.
You may be thinking of not allowing them to go to
certain places unsupervised, or allowing them to go
anywhere alone at all, or not buying cellphones, and
other stringent measures in an effort to protect them
from the evils that came to the fore this week.
But according to human potential and parenting
expert Nikki Bush, the horrific cases of recent weeks –
including the murder of East London boxer Leighandre
‘Baby Lee’ Jegels; the cold-blooded rape and murder of
UCT student Uyinene Mrwetyana; the chilling murder of
four children in KwaZulu-Natal by hanging, allegedly at
the hands of their father; and the abduction of six-yearold Amy’Leigh de Jager – all present a potentially lifesaving teachable moment.
Bush herself is the survivor of a violent attack at her
Douglasdale home nearly two years ago that tragically
left her a widow after her husband of 26 years, Simon,
was shot and killed by the intruders.
All that saved Bush and her then teen son, she told
City Press this week, was having a plan.
And it is this scenario planning, and having a series
of conversations around safety with your children, that
Bush advocated anxious parents to adopt too in their
households going forward.

THE WHAT-IF MOMENTS
“I can honestly tell you that I’m alive today because I
followed the scenario that I taught my kids from when
they were four years old. That scenario was simple: if I
ever wake them up in the middle of the night they
need to run. They must not ask me any questions, run
to the bathroom, lock themselves in and do not come
out until I tell them to.
“When we got attacked, that’s what I did. I followed
the plan. I was very firm, clear and stood my ground. I
ran into the bathroom and I didn’t let anyone in. They
tried kicking in the door, but couldn’t,” she recounted
of the early hours of that November 2017 morning.
Bush said that the snowballing cases of assault, rape
and murder of women and children these last few
weeks confronted parents with these “what-if moments”
where they faced their own vulnerability, and that of
their children.
“How prepared are our children for what-ifs? We
need to give our children scenario plans for those
what-if moments. That can be anything from ‘If I’m not
at school to pick you up at a certain time, what will
you do?’
“At the end of the day as a parent you have to be
firm, and you have to be clear because that is what
saves lives,” she stated.
“What you’re trying to do with the scenarios is to get
children to think ahead about their own safety, because
at the end of the day they may to have to protect
themselves in a situation.
“For instance, teenage girls going to a party – you
have to have had a conversation about spiked drinks,
you have to.”
At the end of the day, Bush said, the quality of your
relationship with your child will be what protects them
the most.
Granted, Mrwetyana’s case was an “outlier” she
said, as she was performing the relatively mundane task
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start having regular conversations.”
Andalene Salvesen, parenting coach and speaker, said
because a teenager’s prefrontal cortex was still not fully
developed (that only happens to young adults, at the
age of 25), they needed their parents to help them with
boundaries until they developed wisdom – which can
only be gained through experience.
“I believe the core issue is to spend time with your
children – rules without relationship causes rebellion –
so that you can enforce boundaries and be respected.
But the tendency these days is to be friends with your
teen instead of being a parent, so too much freedom is
given before it is earned,” she said.
Regarding restricting children’s movements in an
effort to keep them safe, Salvesen said, “Anxiety causes
you to make unwise decisions. Caution and vigilance is
good, fearful and anxious is not. Your child will sense
the difference and follow your lead. Your child needs to
feel safe while implementing the safety measures as
suggested by their parents.”

A SEMINAL MOMENT
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of collecting a parcel from the post office.
“And that’s what has made her case so scary for all
of us,” Bush said.
However, she emphasised having quality
conversations with your children.
“Children want more conversations that matter and
fewer speeches that don’t. And what is happening in
families where there aren’t conversations, is that there
are speeches called ‘the talk’. There are three talks that
take place these days and all three are very scary for a
child to sit through: the first being on sexuality and sex
education, the other technology and kids, and then
subject choices in Grade 9.
“We need to stop having this one singular talk, but

Gender activist and commissioner at the Commission
for Gender Equality, Mbuyiselo Botha, said the
narrative also had to change from teaching girl children
on “what not to do” to stay safe, to teaching boys that
they are not entitled to a girl’s or woman’s body.
“We are a society that has taught boys to think they
are entitled to a woman’s body, that a woman’s no can
be a yes. We have men in our families who behave in a
way that has institutionalised the degrading of a woman
– and it’s a norm,” he said.
Botha said this seemingly seminal time in the country
didn’t need “kneejerk reactions” such as the calls for
the castration of rapists or the death penalty, but doing
the “real tough work” of making sure the structural
injustices women face on the path to getting justice are
dealt with.
Bush acknowledged that actively speaking to your
teen children about current affairs and scenario
planning were “unpleasant, but a fact of life”.
“Of course it takes away aspects of their innocence,
but we live in a society where our kids are not free to
roam.
“They are not, and haven’t been for a long time.
That’s why this is a teachable moment; use this
moment. We need to empower our children as much as
we can for them to take responsibility for their
personal safety.
“Do we want our children to walk around being
suspicious of everybody? No. But we want them to
trust their gut feel. If something feels off, it’s off. If
someone tells you to keep a secret, that’s off. If
someone threatens to hurt you if you tell, know that
it’s a red flag that something is off,” she said.
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Gender-based violence is deeply entrenched in all
facets of our society – from our homes, to schools,
university campuses and even in the different modes
of public transport used daily by commuters across
the country.
There is no safe place for women and children.
Commuters who use public transport in the form of
taxis, buses and trains live in constant fear.
“If a taxi only has men in it or if it’s empty I refuse
to get in. I would rather wait for another one and be
late for work than risk my life and possibly get
kidnapped and raped,” said one commuter this week.
She added that she always had to think twice about
what to wear before leaving home for the taxi rank
because she feared being catcalled and groped by
men. “The drivers hurl all sorts of nasty comments at
you with the support of male commuters. Some of
them even grab at your skirt,” she said.

This was echoed by Nonhlanhla Skosana, the Sonke
Gender Justice Community Education and Mobilisation
unit manager. “Gender-based violence is not a priority
in the taxi industry. We see a lot of incidents of
gender-based violence in the taxis, buses and trains
but no functional mechanisms are in place to deal
with these issues.
“Transport bodies must be able to monitor how
people are dealt with in this space. The train delays
put the lives of women and children in danger.
“People working in the taxi industry are also not
equipped to deal with gender-based violence and there
is a lack of policies guiding people on how to do so,”
said Skosana.
In 2016, the non-profit organisation Sonke Gender
Justice, in partnership with the SA National Taxi
Council (Santaco), launched the Safe Ride campaign to
deal with gender-based violence in the taxi industry.
In the memorandum, Santaco president Phillip
Taaibosch committed to making sure that the
campaign ran smoothly within the industry.

Reflecting on the campaign, Skosana said there have
been some successes but major challenges as well.
“We need to engage more with leaders in the
transport industry and with government entities to
relook policies that will better deal with gender-based
violence in the transport industry.”
For the Gautrain commuters, their experiences are
no different.
“Gautrain stations are fast becoming hubs of
kidnapping and robbery. Oftentimes when you need an
Uber you have to walk 10 minutes to 15 minutes to a
pick-up point. These trails are often in the dark, unsafe
areas with no security,” said Skosana.
Gautrain spokesperson Kesagee Nayager said they
did not have jurisdiction outside of the station
precincts and that they advised passengers to be
cautious of their surroundings.
“We urge customers to report suspicious activities to
the police and the relevant authorities. We, likewise, do
the same,” said Nayager.
When asked about sexual harassment guidelines at

the Gautrain stations, Nayager said that the victims
should report such matters to the SA Police Service.
She said they worked closely with all the
stakeholders to ensure that perpetrators were
apprehended.
Nayager added that Gautrain had provided security
outside the Rhodesfield station in Kempton Park due to
the crime prevalence in the area.
“Safety and security are top priorities at Gautrain.
We have about 1 000 CCTV cameras installed across
the Gautrain service.
“We have a customer care contact centre that
operates during business hours and [digital] platforms
such as LiveChat to enable passengers to engage us
in real-time as and when the need may arise and
security are trained to be observant and intervene.”
However, despite all the measures put in place,
commuters have expressed concern over areas such
as Park Station, especially when commuting at night.
“Once you leave the Gautrain station, you fear for
your life. You’re on your own,” said one commuter.
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It has been just over five months
since the Sexual Offences Court was
opened by President Cyril
Ramaphosa in March at the
Booysens Magistrates’ Court, and
already 26 sexual offences cases
have been brought before it.
Nineteen of these involve children
under the age of 18.
And this is just one court.
During his address to the nation
on Thursday night about plans to
address gender-based violence,
Ramaphosa said the government had
established 92 dedicated sexual
offences courts since 2013, and that
a further 11 would be opened this
financial year “to improve conviction
rates and provide comprehensive
and appropriate support services
to ensure survivors of sexual
offences are not subjected to further
trauma”.
Chrispin Phiri, spokesperson for
the ministry of justice and
correctional services, told City Press
this week: “A total of 555 cases
have been opened for domestic
violence, but 111 orders have been
made so far.”
At the Sexual Offences Court in
Booysens, 126 cases of gender-based
violence have been opened. Of
these, 25 were opened by men.
At a national level, Phiri said that
a total of 7 615 sexual offences cases
were opened across the country’s
provinces. But, he added, 10 981
cases were outstanding (not
allocated).
Ramaphosa charged that all
gender-based violence cases that had
been closed or were not properly
investigated “must be reviewed”.
He outlined additional measures
that government would be taking to
address the scourge of gender-based
violence, saying: “We are going to
overhaul and modernise the
national register of gender-based
violence offenders provided for in
the Sexual Offences Act to ensure it
is effective in combating genderbased violence.
“This national register of
offenders will list all the men
convicted of acts of violence against
women and children.
“I will ask Parliament to consider
amending the legislation to make
the register public. I will propose to
Cabinet that all crimes against
women and children should attract
harsher minimum sentences.
“We agree with the women of our
country that the state should
oppose bail and parole for
perpetrators of rape and murder
against women and children.”

